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I, Malebona Precious Matsoso, Registrar of Medicines, acting by virtue of a delegation in terms of section 34A of the Medicines and Related Substances Act, 1965 (Act 101 of 1965), hereby exclude in terms of section 36 of Act 101 of 1965, on the unanimous recommendation of the Medicine Control Council, the medicines listed in the schedule hereto from the operation of the therein listed provisions of the regulations promulgated by Government Notice No. R. 352 of 21 February 1975, as amended, subject to the conditions likewise listed in the Schedule.
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UITSLUITING VAN SEKERE MEDISYNE VAN DIE TOEPASSING VAN SEKERE BEPALING VAN DIE WET OP DIE BEHEER VAN MEDISYNE EN VERWANTE STOWWE, 1965 (WET NO. 101 VAN 1965)

Ek, Malebona Precious Matsoso, Registrateur van Medisyne, handelend kragtens 'n delegasie ingevolge artikel 34A van die Wet op Medisyne en V erwante Stowwe, 1965 (wet No. 101 van 1965), sluit hierby uit, kragtens artikel 36 van Wet 101 van 1965, op eenparige aanbeveling van die Medisynebeheerraad, die medisyne in die Byl ae hiervan vermeld, van die toepassing van die daarinvermelde bepalings van die regulasies afgekondig by Goewermentskennisgewing No. R. 352 van 21 Februarie 1975, soo gewysig, onderworpe aan die voorwaardes ingelyks in die Byl ae vermeld.

MALEBONA PRECIOUS MATSOSO,
REGISTRATEUR VAN MEDISYNE
MEDICINES CONTROL COUNCIL
IKANSELE ELAWULA UKUSETSHENISWA KWEMITHI
MEDISYNEBEHEERRAAD
KHANSELE TAOLO YA DIHLARE

TECHNICAL EXEMPTIONS


At the Council meeting C4 on 2 July 2004, the following decision was taken regarding the exemptions in terms of Section 36 of the Act from the provisions that apply in as far as the pricing and bonusing of Schedule (0) medicines is concerned:

In terms of the provision of Section 36 of the Medicines and Related Substances Act, 1965 (Act 101 of 1965) Council resolves to recommend to the Minister of Health that all registered “S0” medicine(s) be exempted from the requirements contained in:

Section 22G “Pricing system for Medicines and Scheduled Substances” and Section 18 A “Bonusing” insofar as it may have the effect of prohibiting a person from operating a differential pricing system for a period of 3 years.
provided that relevant studies be done on the impact of the exempting from the pricing regulations on the various professions selling medicines.

Attached is the list of Schedule 0 Medicines
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